
ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE
Une touche d’exception grâce aux pulls rouges

ESF Business is the receptive agency of the French Ski 
School of Megève and the ideal partner to make your event

in Megève a unique experience! 



Your 100% snow experience

Teambuilding snow challenge

Private race

Grand ski experience

Biathlon challenge

Dinner in Alpine chalet 

Snow shoeing discovery

Skiercross and Boardercross freestyle

The extras not to miss to make your experience 

unique!



Snow challenge

GOAL1

RUNNING2

1 hour 30 to 3 hours

From 10 to 110 people

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, waterproof hiking boots 

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Friendliness Discovery  Cohesion Teambuilding Excelling oneself

Stimulate and unite participants around a team snow challenge. 

Challenge and fun on your tailor-made Team Building program. 

On a magnificent natural site, the snow challenge combines as many events as you

want. These will call on the technique, concentration and know-how of each for the 

success of the group. 

Emulation and emotions guaranteed in a festive atmosphere!

Support for participants at the hotel (transfer to be provided depending on 

accommodation and snow conditions). 

Welcome on site and briefing on the objectives of the day or half day. Constitution of 

the teams according to your criteria defined in advance. Distribution of teams in the 

workshops, technical briefing and start of the challenge. 

After the team building, wine / hot chocolate around the campfire (optional). 

Editing of results and awarding of prizes (additional prizes).
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ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 

esfbusiness@megeve-ski.com

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Many workshops to combine depending on the type of teambuilding you want to organize, the number of participants and 

the location of the activity. 

Here are some of our best successes (non-exhaustive list): 

- Biathlon: on foot, on snowshoes or in cross-country skiing, our instructors introduce you to this Olympic discipline, fun 

and fun, around many scenarios.

- Snowshoe race: a timed race on a course marked with obstacles or according to a route traced in the forest, the 

challenge begins as soon as the snowshoes are put on… 

- Golf on snow: be part of the very closed circle of golfers on snow, try this exceptional sport in a friendly atmosphere and 

reach the different targets of the course! 

- Construction of igloo: by team and according to several scenarios, follow the instructions of your instructor or find the 

solution yourself to build a solid, waterproof and attractive shelter. 

- ARVA search: put yourself in the shoes of a rescuer and go in search of the victims of an avalanche. Shovel, probe and 

ARVA, be the fastest and most effective in saving lives. 

- Blind tasting: all the products of our region to the test of your taste buds. 

- Ski race (alpine and / or nordic): depending on the location of the activity. 

- Archery or rope shooting: simple but effective. 

- Fatbike / Yooner / Paret: test new gliding sensations! 

- And much more !...



Private race

1
3 hours

From 30 to 150 people

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, ski or snow shoes, helmet

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Challenge Excelling oneself Performance  Festive atmosphere

GOAL 

Put your teams to the test, create or strengthen group cohesion, stimulate the spirit of 

competition, immerse yourself in a festive atmosphere! 

Special slalom, giant, parallel, kilometer launched, Skiercross or Boardercross, so many

challenges to be met. 

In a good-natured spirit and on routes adapted to the level of the participants, your

employees will give their best, at their own pace, individually or in teams. 

On a private and secure stadium, our monitors supervise your teams in the best 

conditions. 

The private race is accessible to all, medium or experienced skiers. 

World Cup atmosphere guaranteed!
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RUNNING2

NOT TO MISS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR RACE (EXTRA) 

ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 

esfbusiness@megeve-ski.com

Meeting with our instructors and briefing on snow conditions. 

Once on the stadium, recognition of the course and technical advice in small groups with an instructor. 

Opening of the challenge by an official opener who establishes the basic time. 

Course of the race (1 or 2 rounds, individually or in teams).

Supervision and opening of the race by an FFS-certified instructor. 

Bibs, banners and personalized banners, 

Prize giving with prizes (medals, cups, garnished baskets, etc.). 

Welcome breakfast, aperitif at the end of the race. 

Wine / hot chocolate around the campfire. 

Giant tartiflette. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to realize!



Grand ski experience

1
Full day or half-day

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, ski or snow shoes, 

helmet

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Discovery  Friendliness Relax  Nature  Let go

GOAL5 people per instructor

****

Relax, have fun, discover, progress. In alpine skiing, cross-country skiing, snowboarding or 

telemark, let your instructor guide you through the Evasion Mont Blanc ski area. 

Over 400 km of tracks to race at your speed, whether you are contemplative or 

adventurous.

For initiates, make your mark in complete safety, off the groomed trails, through forests

and wild slopes covered with powder ... 

Safety and initiation ARVA (Avalanche Victim Search Device) guaranteed. 

For the more experienced, why not ski on the mythical Mer de Glace glacier or go for 

heliskiing in Italy? ... 

Supported by an instructor-guide.



2 RUNNING

3 NOT TO MISS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR SKI EXPERIENCE (EXTRA) 

ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 

esfbusiness@megeve-ski.com

Support for participants in the hotel (transportation to be provided depending on the accommodation and 

snow conditions). 

Meeting with our monitors (can be done the day before), constitution and harmonization of groups of levels, 

distribution of packages. 

Collection of material in store if necessary. 

Possibility of lunch or a snack break in one of the good addresses recommended by our monitors.

Supervision of groups of levels by FFS-certified instructors. 

Ski equipment rental and delivery. 

Booking ski passes. 

Welcome breakfast, aperitif on the track. 

Giant tartiflette. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to realize!



Biathlon Challenge

3 hours

From 5 to 20 people

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, waterproof hiking boots 

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Friendliness Concentration Teambuilding Excelling oneself

1 GOAL

Olympic event since 1960, Biathlon is initially a military discipline, combining cross-

country skiing and rifle shooting. 

This sport thus combines the endurance necessary for the sporting event with the calm

and lucidity necessary for shooting. 

In a unique natural site, offering a breathtaking view of the surrounding mountains, this

fun sport activity is practiced alone or combined with a snowshoe race, cross-country 

skiing or on foot. 

Many scenarios to stimulate the team spirit, vary the pleasures and motivate each of 

the participants. 

Accessible to all, the Biathlon challenge is also practiced at night, to increase

concentration and make the activity even more attractive.



3 NOT TO MISS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR BIATHLON CHALLENGE (EXTRA) 

2 RUNNING

ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 
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Support for participants in the hotel (transportation to be provided depending on the accommodation and 

snow conditions). 

Welcome on site and briefing on the objectives of the day or half day. 

Constitution of the teams according to your criteria defined in advance. 

Technical briefing and start of the race according to the different scenarios. 

After the race, wine / hot chocolate around the campfire (on request). 

Editing of results and awarding of prizes (additional prizes).

Bibs, banners and personalized banners, 

Prize giving with prizes (medals, cups, garnished baskets, etc.). 

Welcome breakfast, aperitif at the end of the challenge. 

Wine / hot chocolate around the campfire. 

Spice up the race with Fatbikes, snowshoes, and other gear! 

Meet and exchange with a Champion of the discipline for an exceptional moment. 

Giant tartiflette. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to realize!



Diner in Alpine chalet

1
3 hours

From 10 to 80 people

****

Technical equipment included

ESF ski instructors

GOAL 

Conviviality Sharing Discovery Tradition Terroir

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, waterproof hiking boots 

Optional snack break 

After a working day, it's time to share a good time together around a warm and 

greedy table. 

Snowshoeing, ski touring or snowmobiling and sledding in the light of the frontal or 

torchlight, experience the unique sensations of the mountain under the stars! 

On a clear day, reading the stars by our passionate instructors, a real moment of 

discovery and sharing. 
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Welcome drink at the Côte 2000 parking to wait during the snowmobile shuttles. 

Ski touring ascent to the restaurant and torchlight descent. 

Animation of the evening by the Alpine Horn or an accordionist to experience an authentic Savoie night. 

Traditional Savoyard dances by a folk group. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to achieve! 

NOT TO MISS TO PERSONALIZED YOUR ALTITUDE DINER (EXTRA)  

ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 

esfbusiness@megeve-ski.com

2 RUNNING

Meeting directly at the parking of Côte 2000. Meeting with the ESF instructors and briefing on snow

conditions. Ride up to the restaurant: snowmobile rides (3 round trips) and go down parets or snowshoes

for those who wish. 

Menu including aperitif and appetizers (1 glass of mulled wine or 1 beer), 3 courses (pumpkin soup with

smoked bacon whipped cream, Savoyard cheese or Meat fondue with salad and cold-meat or French fries, 

dessert to choose, 1 bottle of wine for 3 people, digestive (grolle en sup – pending rate). 



Snow shoeing discovery

GOAL 1
3 hours

From 5 people

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, waterproof hiking boots 

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Nature  Fresh air Relax  Amazing views Resourcing

Have a break, take the time to listen to nature, observe the landscape and admire Mont 

Blanc! 

This snowshoe outing will be your breath of fresh air, like a break during your stay in 

Megève. 

Followers of the great outdoors, virgin of all traces, our instructors will lead you through

snow-covered slopes and preserved forests to discover or rediscover the pleasure of the 

great outdoors. 

The route taken is always adapted to the desires and level of the participants so that this

snowshoe outing remains a fresh and unforgettable memory.



NOT TO MISS TO PERSONALIZED YOUR SNOW SHOES HIKE (EXTRA)  3

ESF BUSINESS MEGEVE

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97 
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2 RUNNING

Support for participants in the hotel (transportation to be provided depending on the accommodation and 

snow conditions). 

Meeting with our instructors and briefing on snow conditions. 

Equipment for participants at the start of the hike (snowshoes).

Swap your snowshoes for Ski hok and find authentic sensations of Nordic travel on powder snow! 

Campfire with gourmet break along the way or lunch / snack in an altitude restaurant. 

Aperigloo: tasting of local products in a natural igloo, during the day or after dark! 

Initiation to ARVA research (Help to Search for Avalanche Victims). 

Equipment rental and delivery. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to realize!



Freestyle 
Skiercross Boardercross

GOAL1

3 hours

From 15 to 130 people

****

Technical equipment included

Compulsory winter sports outfit, 

gloves, ski or snow shoes, 

helmet

ESF ski instructors

Optional snack break 

Engagement  Risk taking Stress handling Concentration  Fun

A sports discipline from freestyle skiing, Skiercross or Boardercross (in snowboarding) 

has been an Olympic event since the Vancouver 2010 Olympic Games. 

It is a fun and closed course, dotted with banked turns, hoops, springboards and jumps 

(sometimes even ramps). 

The difficulty and speed of the course will be defined according to the level of your

teams. 

Accessible to all levels as long as you want to have fun. 

Festive atmosphere guaranteed!



NOT TO MISS TO PERSONALIZED YOUR RACE (EXTRA)  3
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2 RUNNING

Head-to-head 4 against 4, 2 training runs then direct elimination.

The best 2 from each run will qualify for the next run.

The 2 less good of each run will be qualified for the consoling.

Official final + consoling final.

Supervision and opening of the race by an FFS-certified instructor. 

Bibs, banners and personalized banners, 

Prize giving with prizes (medals, cups, garnished baskets, etc.). 

Welcome breakfast, aperitif at the end of the race. 

Wine / hot chocolate around the campfire. 

Giant tartiflette. 

Photos, video. 

All your desires and ideas are good to realize!



The extras not to miss to make your experience unique!

Audi quattro® video experience: boarder cross filmed! Ride the boarder cross track alone or with others for a fun 
sporting experience. Find your videos for free, download them and share them!

Off the beaten path: Fatbike, Yooner, Ski hok, as many different equipments as sensations to live in nature ... 

New slides sensations: between forest and snow-covered mountain pastures, enjoy the longest toboggan run in 

Haute Savoie. 3km downhill alone or two by sledge. 

To enhance your teambuilding or simply for fun: curling, eisstock, broomball, paintball, tree climbing, airsoft ... 

Take height and offer a dream panorama to your attendees: paragliding overflight of the village, Mont Blanc massif by 

plane or helicopter. Travel out of time in hot air balloon! 

Tasting (blind or not) of local products, on site of the activity or at the farm. 

Gourmet breakfast by a Meilleur Ouvrier de France. 

Gourmet snack of macaroons and pastries by La Durée. 

Cocktail pairing: lunch or dinner by a Chef, surprising food pairings and cocktails 

(with or without alcohol). 



Ecole du Ski Français

176 Rue de la Poste

74120 Megève

+ 33 4 50 21 00 97

esfbusiness@megeve-ski.com
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